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Abstract: Due to the global growth in popularity of Fifth Generation (5G) cellular communications,
the demand for shielding against it has risen for a variety of applications, mainly related to cyber-
security but also to isolation, calm areas and so on. This research paper aims to provide a suitable
dual-band fractal FSS (Frequency Selective Surface) for the 5G lower band frequencies: 750 MHz and
3.5 GHz. The unit cell is in the shape of a bow tie, where each of the triangular parts are Sierpiński
triangles. One major addition to the unit cell is a central metal strip to make the manufacturing of
the FSS more feasible and to tune the operation frequencies and bandwidths. As with each different
stage of a fractal antenna, the different stages of the fractal FSS design behave differently. For this
application, stage 2 is sufficient, as we are able to cover frequency bands among those included
in the FR1 5G spectrum. Some equations were derived using linear regression in order to provide
specific design tools for building an FSS. These equations have high accuracy and can be used to
adapt the proposed design to other frequencies. Some other parameters, which are not represented
in the aforementioned equations, can also be adjusted for minor tweaking of the final design. This
design performs well except under large incidence angles. This should be taken into account when
proposing the installation of a structure based on it. A good agreement between simulation and
measurement results is observed.

Keywords: FSS; 5G; Sierpiński dipole; CST Microwave Studio; fractals; Sierpiński triangle

1. Introduction

Fifth Generation (5G) cellular communications system is all the rage at the moment; it
is planned to be implemented by every country and major telecommunication operator.
Frequency allocation to such a system was carried out, grouping all available bands into
two groups: FR1 involving all sub-6 GHz bands, and FR2 for millimeter-wave bands [1–5].
The technology used for this deployment is mature, and auctions have been organized all
around the world in order to assign spectrum usage to different 5G operators [6,7]. This
expected-to-be-fast development of the new technology and subsequent rollout seem to
have slowed down due to the economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on both society
and businesses. However, the lockdown confinement periods due to this same reason
boosted the social valuation of communication networks and increased the importance of
accessing fast and trustworthy services. In such dichotomy, 5G was born as a support for
the new ‘online way of living’ but limited by face-to-face restrictions: operators have to
install new facilities with equipment that someone had to manufacture, and commercials
have limited access to their future clients.
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As with previous transitions between successive communication standards, the move
from 4G (Fourth Generation) to 5G will not be easy. The spectrum requirements of the
new technology are large, and the refarming of spectrum (re)allocation had been carried
out, removing obsolete analogue systems and liberating the bands occupied to be used
by new deployments [8]. This harmonization seems to be a must for the operators, as
having access to low frequency bands (i.e., sub-1 GHz) would be used as capital to provide
widespread coverage in urban and rural areas. Mid-bands (3.5 GHz, but also refarmed
spectra by operators at 1800 MHz or 2 and some GHz) would maintain a good balance
between capacity and coverage for many end user applications. Both are within the FR1
spectrum portion.

The use of these new bands carries the transmission of some old issues to frequencies
not previously considered. Solutions to those bands should be adopted by tuning the
forgoing proposals or by designing new ones. This is the case with isolation or site shielding
applications: they are needed for several situations, from mitigating the interference
between adjacent access points or providing cybersecurity protection, to allowing calm and
peaceful spaces (in hospitals, commercial centers or mindfulness places such as churches
or meditation areas). For such requirements, frequency selective surfaces (FSS) arise as a
possible solution [9,10].

Such an FSS performs as a distributed electromagnetic filter, providing a frequency
response that can be tuned, and then adapted to the frequency allocation of the wireless
system wanted to be impacted [9,10]. It can act as a band-pass or band-stop filter for radio
waves propagating across the surface itself.

As the FR1 spectrum is the one which will be used by operators in the first 5G deploy-
ments, this paper focuses its design efforts on these lower 5G frequency bands, particularly
at 700 MHz and 3.5 GHz. The proposal is to design an FSS suitable for mitigating and
even blocking radio signals at both bands, taking into account that the bandwidth for
both frequencies needs to be at least 400 MHz and of use in real-life applications. Then,
this paper aims to provide an appropriate, less blunt, approach towards shielding devices
from 5G.

An attempt has been made to find a fitting solution using a self-similar design. Earlier
research such as [11] showed promising results for a single-layer FSS dual-band design.
The self-similar structures and fractal antennas are handled in Section 2, and the unit cell
is described in Section 3. Section 4 details a couple of equations to apply this design to
other frequencies with simple parameter adjustments, which extend the usability of the
proposal, and provides a tool for radio network designers. All simulations were carried out
in CST Microwave Studio 2019 [12], following the guidance of Numan and Sharawi [13]
and the CST product manual [14]. The real-life cases with different angles of incidence are
simulated in Section 5. Measurements are described in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 extracts
the conclusions.

2. Self-Similar Structures and Fractal Antennas

The first time fractals were looked at as something useful to improve real-life ap-
plications was by the mathematician Mandelbrot in his book ‘The fractal geometry of
nature’ [15], where the occurrence of fractals in nature and their relation to roughness are
explained. A couple of years later, Kim and Jaggard published the first paper on fractal
antenna theory [16]. After that, Cohen made the first real-life fractal antenna [17]. Werner
and Gangul compiled Much’s research on fractal antenna design [18]. More general fractal
antenna design rules were also compiled in a book by Ghohs et al. [19].

Among these fractal proposals, a well-known self-similar geometric shape is the
Sierpiński triangle, of which the first four different stages are shown in Figure 1. This shape
was used in previous antenna and FSS designs. Romeu and Rahmat-Samii [11] used the
triangle to create a bow tie FSS that works for two frequencies. This dual-band design
forms the base of the design used in this research.
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Figure 1. Different stages for the Sierpiński triangle [18].

3. The Unit Cell

Many FSS designs consist of the repetition of a unit cell element replicated in an
organized manner, typically following a bidimensional square matrix structure. Then,
when the objective is to analyze the performance of the surfaces composed by a squared
matrix of replicated unit cells, the design of such a unit cell is the first step to reach a
valid design. The design of the unit cell is described in this section, with its geometrical
parameters shown in Figure 2. The unit cell is made out of a combination of a pair of
Sierpiński triangles organized as a bow tie, connected by a central metal strip. Both triangles
in the bow tie are stage 2 fractal Sierpiński triangles, horizontally mirroring each other. In
Table 1, all the required design parameters are defined. Moreover, it contains the final sizes
reached after the design process explained further in this paper. The distances between the
bow ties are defined as followed:

• dx is the distance from the center of the metal strip and the corners of Sierpiński
triangles to the side;

• dy is the distance in between the bottom and the top of two neighboring Sierpiński
triangles.

Figure 2. Unit cell design.

Table 1. The parameters of the unit cell and the values of them in the final design.

Parameter Explanation Value (mm)

w height of the bow tie 87
t width of the central element 0.5
dx horizontal distance between elements 3
dy vertical distance between elements 2
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The main difference between the bow tie from [11] and the one proposed here is
the possibility to vary the width t of the added central metal strip. This element is an
excellent granular tuning parameter, which helps in fine tuning both band-stop central
frequencies and bandwidths around them. The simulation results of the tuning can be
found in Section 4.2. Another benefit of adding this metal strip is the effect it has on the
production of the physical FSS. The connection point of the two triangles is essential, and
the contact area is very small. If the two are not connected as expected, the resonance
could be completely different. Then, the presence of the metal strip makes it easier for
prototyping: one can simulate almost everything, but prototyping implies taking into
account construction tolerances, and the vortex of the triangle is not easy to build perfectly.

Regarding the two triangular elements, these are fractal objects that must be developed
by iteratively growing an initial shape in multiple stages. In order to decide the fractal stage
required to reach the objective, initial simulations were performed with unit cells composed
by pairs of stage 1, 2, 3 or 4 Sierpiński triangles, described in Figure 3. Frequency responses
of these unit cells can be observed in Figure 4. The number of resonances is directly related
to the iteration on the Sierpinski triangle. When the design does not iterate on itself (in
stage 1), there is only one notch at the lower frequency band in the attenuation frequency
response, around 800 MHz. When the stage 2 design is implemented, a second notch at the
higher frequency band of 3.5 GHz also appears. This means that, at least, a stage 2 unit
cell is needed to obtain the dual-band characteristic. When the design iterates more upon
itself to stages 3 and 4, no further improvements can be noted within the bandwidth of
interest. These higher iterations increase complexity, and thus make it more challenging to
produce prototypes or final products. This is why the final design sticks with the stage 2.
Another notable effect of increasing the number of iterations is the shift of the two notches.
The fourth iteration has a complete shift to the lower frequencies, but also brings the two
notches closer towards each other. Considering the frequency performance of the FSS
unit cell and its design complexity, stage 2 of the fractal elements is selected for further
development.
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Figure 3. Unit cell designs at different fractal stages.

Figure 4. Frequency responses (by CST Microwave Studio) at different fractal stages.
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4. Design Parameters and Guidelines

This section provides a guide to adjust the unit cell to be used with other frequencies.
The four adjustable parameters in order of frequency tuning importance are w, t, dy and
dx, and are listed in Table 1 with their explanation. Designing a unit cell, such as the one
purposed in this paper, starts with the general size of the element [9,20]. This size is directly
related to the resonance wavelength. Even more specific, in this design, the placement of
the first resonance frequency. This can be concluded from the iteration results discussed in
Section 3. On Figure 3 stage 1 only resonates at the lower of the two frequencies: it only has
a valley around 800 MHz (and not the predetermined 700 MHz) and not around 3.5 GHz.
All parameters have some influence in both low and high frequencies, and in the related
bandwidths. Then, it is not possible to control both bands independently, i.e., there are no
separate sets of parameters for each frequency band. However, the weights and thus the
influence of those parameters vary significantly from one band to the other.

The dx and dy parameters depict the distance between the individual bow ties, and
are fixed at 3 and 2 mm, respectively. When these values are too low, the different bow ties
will touch each other and the known response of the FSS will be lost. This also eases the
way the simulations can be carried out in CST Microwave Studio.

4.1. Simulating in CST Microwave Studio

Simulations were carried out using the frequency domain solver of the periodic
structure workflow in CST. The simulations started with the FSS unit cell template and
this ensured a correct basic adjustment of key simulation settings such as the boundaries
and background. All simulations were carried out using unit cell boundaries, ensuring
the three-by-three unit cell surface was considered. This allows us to include the effect of
mutual coupling among adjacent cells, avoiding important mismatches when neglected.
Ports Zmin and Zmax are automatically created by CST and their distance to the reference
plane was not modified. The unit cell boundary settings enabled the Floquet boundary
simulation mode, Zmin, to be selected as the Floquet port [14]. The source type was plane
wave. The frequency solver was set up so that frequencies from 0 to 6 GHz were taken into
account. The frequency response plots in this paper represent S21 plots (in CST the Smin(1),
Zmax(1) result) and S11 plots (in CST the Smax(1), Zmax(1) result) [13].

Initial dimensions for just one unit cell were obtained adjusting the results in [11]
for the desired resonant frequencies. Initial simulations were run for this single unit cell
and then corrected by incorporating mutual coupling, as indicated previously. These
initial dimensions were w = 81 mm, t = 2.8 mm, dx = 3 mm, dy = 2 mm. To obtain
the later-explained Equations (1)–(4), parameter sweeps with varying values for t, w, dx
and dy were performed. With each sweep, only one of the earlier mentioned parameters
wass varied in an interval. After this process, the final unit cell design was closed with the
dimensions given in Table 1.

Once the final design was obtained, a larger structure (50 cm by 50 cm) was also
simulated in order to obtain additional insight on the impact of each element on the
complete FSS. Figure 5 depicts the analyzed structure, whereas Figure 6a,b represent the
electric fields induced on the surfaces at 800 MHz and 3.5 GHz, respectively. It can be
observed that the lower frequency resonates with the larger overall bow tie structure and
the higher frequency resonates with the smaller triangle cut-outs of the second iteration.
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Figure 5. A 50 by 50 cm FSS structure.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. E-field comparison. (a) Electric field distribution at 800 MHz. (b) Electric field distribution
at 3.5 GHz.

The frequency response with the geometrical parameters provided in Table 1 is de-
picted in Figure 7. Both deep attenuation valleys are observed at target bands in this figure,
which means that the design is able to fit the requirements for being used to mitigate (and
almost block) 5G FR1 signals.
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Figure 7. Frequency response of the final design.

4.2. Unit Cell Size w and Central Element Width t

As explained in the first part of this section, the two parameters that allow the most
consistent flexibility in adjusting for frequency and bandwidth, are w, and to a lesser extent,
t. w stands for the size of the element and is measured from the top of the bow tie to the
bottom. t is defined as the width of the central metal strip and has a limited range. The
size parameter w is investigated from 70 to 100 mm. In this interval, the frequency shifts
follow a linear relationship. The range for t goes from 0.5 to 2.8 mm. Its lower limit is due
to the physical design limitations of a copper trace width. The upper limit is in place so
that the different bow ties will not end up touching each other.

These two intervals were used to carry out a parameter sweep in the CST Microwave
Studio. The results from these simulations were then analyzed to derive equations for the
frequency and bandwidths of the two attenuation bands. Using Python, the results were
plotted on four different graphs as point clouds, as can be seen in Figure 8.

From the previously mentioned plots in Figure 8, it is clear that there is some linear
relationship for the center frequencies as well as the bandwidths. These linear relationships
lead to the following four equations (Equations (1)–(4)), derived using linear regression.
The precision (p), as calculated by the algorithm, for these equations is also given. These
numbers are only valid in the simulation intervals. Outside these intervals, the curves start
to diverge from the planes with increasing and decreasing w values.

Equation (1) is a good starting point to adjust the first notch. It is valid from 750 MHz
to 1150 MHz. It can be noted that an increase in overall size w has a large effect on the
resonance: although t weights more, it denotes the width of the central metal strip, and it
is not possible to vary by a lot.

flow [GHz] = 0.0434t [mm] − 0.0134w [mm] + 1.9238 p = 98.939 % (1)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. The effects of w [mm] and t [mm]. (a) Frequency shift around 800 MHz. (b) Frequency shift
around 3.5 GHz. (c) Bandwidth shift around 800 MHz. (d) Bandwidth shift around 3.5 GHz.

The second equation has a wider useful interval, from 3.4 GHz to 4.3 GHz. This means
that the same change in w yields a more drastic frequency shift in the second resonance
band than in the first lower one. t in comparison seems to have less effect when the
equations are looked at more closely; t has about 50% less effect on the low band center
frequency position than the high-frequency center band position. The precision of both
Equations (1) and (2) is both high and similar. This means that both can be a good starting
point for designing a similar design around 800 MHz and 3.5 GHz.

fhigh [GHz] = 0.0249t [mm] − 0.0443w [mm] + 7.3136 p = 98.626 % (2)

When the design requirements are taken into account, the frequency response needs
to have at least a bandwidth of 400 MHz around the center frequencies at the −10 dB level.
The center frequency for the lower band varies around 800 MHz, and not the predetermined
700 MHz. Because of the larger bandwidth, the suppression of reflectivity is still −10 dB
at 700 MHz, and the total width around 700 MHz is more than sufficiently damped. In
Figure 8c, the bandwidth variation interval is visible on the z-axis and ranges from 1.3 GHz
to 2 GHz. This is wide enough and can be effectively tweaked with Equation (3). The
influence of t on the bandwidth is this time higher than the influence of w. This can be
interesting for some applications. For example, one can achieve a high bandwidth and
low first frequency band by using a high w value and high t value. The precision of this
equation is again relatively high, with more than 98% accuracy.

BWlow [GHz] = 0.1312t [mm] − 0.0175w [mm] + 2.7797 p = 98.267 % (3)

The last equation is an interesting one. The first and maybe most important of the
differences with the other equations is clearly visible in Figure 8d. The fitted plane decreases
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in bandwidth with higher t values. This is the opposite of the lower band response. This
means that trying to achieve a wider bandwidth at the lower frequency yields a smaller
bandwidth around the higher center frequency. It must be said that the precision of this
equation is a lot lower than the precision of the other equations. The variability with this
one is high. Using this equation for the bandwidth might result in a good approximation
of the real-life response, but it is advisable to first look at the other equations before the
fourth one.

BWhigh [GHz] = −0.0708t [mm] + 0.0022w [mm] + 1.2205 p = 61.558 % (4)

4.3. Distance between Bow Ties dx and dy

The distance between the bow ties is represented by the parameters dx and dy. The
exact depiction of dx and dy is visible in Figure 2. When adjusting the FSS design for other
frequencies, it is best to start with fixed values for dx and dy; all previous equations were
derived for dx and dy values of 3 and 2 mm, respectively. Afterwards, when w and t are
set, minor adjustments of dx and dy towards the center frequency can be performed.

The results for parameter sweeps of dx and dy can be seen in Figure 9. The other two
parameters w and t were fixed at 87 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively. Both dx and dy were
again limited so that the neighboring unit cells would not touch each other. This would,
as mentioned earlier, result in unexpected behavior. In Figure 9a, the low band center
frequency shift differs a lot from dx to dy. The dx curve follows a logarithmic path, but the
dy variation is more akin to a quadratic function. This means that one needs to take a lot of
care when adjusting one of the parameters; the results could be surprising. One should not
expect linear behavior. Figure 9b shows that the responses for dx and dy are more similar
to each other; both follow a logarithmic function. The equations for the trend lines and the
trend lines themselves are not depicted here, because they will change together when w
and t are modified. One could even expect linear behavior near the previously achieved
frequency (using the equations from Section 4.2). If all previously mentioned equations
and small dx and dy adjustments were correctly implemented, then one should now have
the intended design.

(a)

Figure 9. Cont.
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(b)

Figure 9. The effects of dx and dy variation. (a) Around 800 MHz. (b) Around 3.5 GHz.

5. Angle of Incidence

All previous simulations use incident waves perpendicular to the FSS surface. This
section checks the design robustness under different angles of incidence. Figure 10 shows
the simulation results for different angles, where φ and θ are angles in the dy and dx
directions. When θ changes, the angle of incidence changes, but the incident electric field is
still parallel to the FSS. When φ changes, the angle of incidence changes, and the incident
electric field is no longer parallel to the FSS. The bow tie has a decent invariance against
changes in the θ direction. This means that the resistance against changing angles in this
direction is strong. Some extra variations above 4.5 GHz are introduced, but the behavior
around 700 MHz and 3.5 GHz stays more or less the same as long as the size of θ does
not exceed 45°. The situation for φ is entirely different; the slightest change (more than
10°) in angle and the lower frequency behavior will begin to disappear, which means that
the design is not strong against polarization of the incident wave. The FSS might still be
usable because the notch is still wide at −10 dB. If a wave is tilted in both directions, a
similar result is visible as only φ changes. This is likely since the unit cell is not uniformly
symmetric and presents better behavior with waves impinging in one of the directions.
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Figure 10. Frequency response for different incidence angles.

6. Measurements

Practical validation of the proposed dual-band single-layer FSS was obtained from
specific measurements carried out inside an anechoic chamber. The FSS prototype used
for the measurements is shown in Figure 11. The measurement geometry is depicted in
Figure 12, in which the FSS under test is placed on a mechanical test fixture (sample holder)
whose dimensions are 1.8 by 2 m (height × width), and its center was cut in a square shape
(window) with 41 by 41 cm². The sample holder is covered with pyramidal RF absorbers
and aluminum foil on one side, as depicted in Figure 13. The purpose of this fixture is to
minimize the contamination of measurement results due to diffraction and transmission,
mainly occurring through the center square window.

Figure 11. FSS prototype used for the measurements.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Measurement setup inside the anechoic chamber for FSS characterization. (a) Side view.
(b) Top view.

Wideband directional log-periodic antennas used in measurements were placed at a 2
and 1.1 m distance from the test fixture, respectively, for the transmitter and receiver. In the
former, an Aaronia Hyperlog 30,100 antenna, covering the 300 MHz to 10 GHz frequency
band was used, whereas in the latter, an Aaronia Hyperlog 60,100 antenna (600 MHz–10
GHz) was employed. The two antennas were connected to a Vector Network Analyzer
(VNA) and placed on top of support masts.

In particular, the complex frequency response was obtained from 10 MHz to 6 GHz,
with 1601 points and averaged out from 20 complete frequency sweeps, for both vertical
and horizontal polarizations. Although the discrimination of both antennas for frequencies
below 600/300 MHz falls within the available dynamic range of the measurement system,
significant noise in the measurement results up to 600 MHz was observed, and thus
measurement results are presented only for frequencies above 600 MHz.

An initial reference measurement was obtained without any sample (open window),
which was used for normalization purposes. The normalized response of the FSS structure
for both vertical and horizontal polarizations, assuming normal incidence, is depicted in
Figure 14. A relatively good agreement is observed between simulation and measurement
results, in which the two resonant frequencies appear around 800 and 3.5 GHz, with similar
reject levels to that of the simulations. The insertion loss in the pass-band was measured to
be below 2 dB, which is also in good agreement with the simulations.
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Figure 13. Measurement setup with FSS under test, set for vertical polarization.

Figure 14. Measurements with vertical polarization, compared with simulations.

7. Conclusions

This paper proposes a bow tie FSS design to block lower-band 5G frequencies (FR1).
Multiple simulation results proved that this is a decent attempt, with wide and deep atten-
uation valleys around the desired center frequencies of 700 MHz and 3.5 GHz. Through
the equations derived in this work, other researchers could adapt the design to be used for
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their purposes. For instance, adjusting the design to new frequencies in the specified low
and high frequency bands would only require solving a 2 × 2 linear system determined by
Equations (1) and (2) to obtain t and w. The other important parameters were shown to be
less reliable in adjusting, but they can be used for minor tweaking of the center frequencies.
Different angles of incidence show that the design is limited in real-life applications due to
its poor performance in φ changes. It does not mean that it will not be usable, just that this
fact needs to be considered before going through with its implementation. As an overall
conclusion, this design, supported by measurements, is versatile and provides clear FSS
behavior that could make it useful for specific applications.
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